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Addressing Adolescent Substance Use
The Battle for Our Youth

CHNK team members (l-r): Vickie Kennedy, SUD Residential Case Manager; Steve Durkee, Clinical 
Director of Substance Use Disorder Services; Kay Burlew, Substance Use Disorder Cottage Manager



         
    For What It’s Wurth...

“Hope is important because it can make the present 
moment less difficult to bear. If we believe that 
tomorrow will be better, we can bear a hardship today.”         
                          – Thích Nhít Hãnh, spiritual leader and activist

Fellow bridge builders:

This week has seen a change in the weather here in Northern Kentucky; 
leaves are beginning to fall from their branches, a chill has entered the 
air, and when I’m walking to my car after work, the sunshine doesn’t feel 
as warm on my face as it did last month. I think for many of us, this is 
similar to how we feel when we’ve lost hope. And we’ve all been there 
– whether it’s been a fleeting moment of despair or endless days of dark 
and twisty thoughts, the chill that enters our bodies and minds when we feel hopeless can be numbing.

Here at Children’s Home of Northern Kentucky, we’re in the business of restoring hope to the youth who 
come to us during the darkest times of their lives. Whether they’re in our intensive outpatient program, 
working through behavioral health issues that are pulling their families apart, or whether they’re in our 
residential treatment program, having been removed from abusive environments, or whether they’re in our 
substance use disorder treatment program, recovering from the grip of addiction, our number one goal is to 
give these young men and women hope. 

Because without hope? There’s no motivation to get up tomorrow and try again. There’s no excitement to try 
something new and different. There’s no sunshine and warm breeze. 

At Children’s Home of Northern Kentucky, we believe that the bad things that happen in life won’t have the 
last word. And that belief gives us hope … hope that we want our youth in treatment to experience as well.

In this edition of Homefront, you’ll be reading about our 2015 Children’s Success Fund. I encourage you to join 
me in making a donation to the fund; I can promise you that no gift you give during the approaching holiday 
season will feel better than giving the gift of hope. 

Gratefully,

Rick W. Wurth 
Chief Executive Officer
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Get Involved:  

2015 CHNK Giving Tree Project
Each year, CHNK reaches out to the community to see who might 
be willing to host a Giving (or Angel/Wish) Tree to benefit the 
youth in CHNK’s care. Might your business, church, or school be 
willing to host one this holiday season? Since Santa is always 
so generous with toys and games, our Giving Trees focus on 
the daily needs of our Home – things like laundry detergent, 
toothpaste, socks, bedding, soap, and towels. We provide the 
gift tags and even pick up the donations – you just need the tree 
and the supporters. Contact CHNK’s Office for Development at 
859.292.4135 or development@chnk.org to sign up!



             

We talk a lot about hope here at CHNK, so much so that it even 
appears in our mission statement. But what does that actually look like 
in action? How does hope change the lives of our kids in treatment? 
How can you give the gift of hope this holiday season?

At CHNK, we define hope as the belief that the bad things that 
happen in our lives will not have the last word. For our kids, hope 
might be a therapist who knows exactly what to say at exactly the right 
time. Or it might be the opportunity to try a new activity that turns 
into a passion or potential career path. Or it could be as simple as 
finally feeling safe when the lights are turned out at night. 

The point is, hope looks like something different for every one of our kids in treatment – just as it looks 
like something different to you and to me. And you can give hope to the abused, neglected, and at-risk 
kids in our care more easily than anything that can be tied up in a shiny box with a big, red bow.

Our annual Children’s Success Fund – CHNK’s only direct mail campaign of the year – is designed to 
take the guesswork out of giving gifts. Rather than worrying about shoe sizes or favorite games, donors 
to the Children’s Success Fund help CHNK give hope to hundreds of youth every year, regardless of 
what it might look like to each of them. 

Over the next few weeks, our official Children’s Success Fund mailer will hit mailboxes. We encourage 
you to take time to open yours, and at the very least, sign the greeting card in it and return it to our 
Home – the cards we receive will be given to our youth in treatment. Returning a monetary gift with 
the card will have even greater impact. Using the remittance envelope included with this newsletter 
will also support this year’s Children’s Success Fund.
 
What if the first gift you give this holiday season is hope?
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Thanks to our Fiscal Year 2016 
Communications Sponsors
Our communications sponsors 
underwrite the cost of our 
communication efforts - 
including the Homefront 
newsletter - so that CHNK can 
easily and regularly stay in touch 
with you at no cost to the Home. 

2015 Children’s Success Fund
Giving the Gift of Hope

Lally Pipe & Tube
Division of LB Industries, Inc.
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It’s no secret that Northern Kentucky is in the 
midst of an unprecedented addiction epidemic 
with few infrastructure resources to address critical 
needs, particularly as they relate to adolescents. The 
number of heroin overdoses in NKY has tripled 
since 2011, and currently, overdoses in 2015 are up 
68% compared to the first six months of 2014. Just 
as scary is the fact that nearly 9% of adolescents 
(ages 12 – 17) in Kentucky have participated in 
illegal drug use. Of those youth who use drugs, a 
staggering 82.5% do not receive treatment –  
a number that rises to 91.8% for youth who 
use alcohol.

Children’s Home of Northern Kentucky 
plans to change those numbers.

Over the past year, we’ve started offering both 
community-based and residential substance 
use disorder (SUD) treatment services for 
youth battling addiction. Treatment services are 
provided by our clinical team, which has over 130 
years of combined experience. We’re proud to be 
able to treat Northern Kentucky youth locally, since 
studies show that involving family in an adolescent’s 
treatment is more effective than treating the 
adolescent alone. And since we offer a full continuum 
of care, once an adolescent is receiving treatment 
at CHNK, s/he will have consistency regardless of 
which services – outpatient or residential – are needed 
at any given time.

Community-Based SUD Treatment Services

Our Intensive Outpatient SUD treatment program 
provides intensive substance use education and 
therapy for adolescents between the ages of 12-19, 
as well as their families. The 10-week program 
consists of three weekly group counseling sessions. 
Each session is three hours long, and one is 
dedicated to family group counseling. We use  
The Seven Challenges treatment model, which is 
based on openness, honesty, and decision making. 
Random drug screenings are conducted onsite 
throughout treatment. 

The Battle for Our Youth
Addressing Adolescent Substance Use

CHNK team members from both our community-based 
and residential programs work together to provide 
a true continuum of care for youth in need of SUD 
treatment services.
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Outpatient services operate out of the Deaconess 
Health Check at CHNK office, located at 525 W. 
Fifth Street, Suite 219, Covington, KY 41011. 
Conveniently located in downtown Covington, the 
office offers complimentary parking. A TANK bus 
stop is also located just outside the building.

Residential SUD Treatment Services

For adolescents requiring more intense treatment, we 
operate the first and only Residential SUD Program 
for adolescents in the Northern Bluegrass region of 
Kentucky. Services are geared specifically towards 
male and female youth between the ages of 13 and 
18. Treatment needs are determined through an 
initial screening and comprehensive assessment; once 
admitted into the program, clients live on our Devou 
Park campus. 

Length of treatment varies based on each individual 
client and his/her unique needs. More than 40 hours 
of structured therapeutic services, with a minimum 
of 10 hours of therapy, are provided weekly. During 
treatment, clients have access to an online credit 
recovery program that assists students who need credit 
hours to graduate high school. Additionally, CHNK 
has integrated physical healthcare into its behavioral 
healthcare services, so youth have access to not just 
therapists and a psychiatrist, but also a pediatrician, 
RN, and LPN.

If an adolescent in your life has started behaving 
differently for no apparent reason – such as acting 
withdrawn, frequently tired, depressed, or hostile – it 
could be a sign that he or she is developing a drug-
related problem. Often, loved ones overlook such 
signs, believing them to be a normal part of puberty. 
We can help you determine if it’s normal teenage 
behavior or a behavioral health/substance use issue.

•  Licensed RN

•  32 years of experience in the medical field, most recently as 
System Director for St. Elizabeth Healthcare

•  Oversees all three major treatment lines at CHNK – residential, 
community-based, and substance use disorders

•  Originally served on CHNK’s Board of Trustees

•  Owns a 34’ Uniflyte double cabin cruiser that’s currently dry-
docked in Texas!

Bridge Builder Spotlight 
Chuck Washburn, Chief Programming Officer

Kay Burlew
SUD Residential 
Cottage Manager

Helen Gavin
SUD Residential 

Therapist

Jesse Knuckles
Recreational Therapist

Steve Durkee
Clinical Director of Substance 

Use Disorder Services

Vickie Kennedy
SUD Residential 

Case Manager

Dwight Marvin
Director of Admissions

Tracy Rouse
Intensive Outpatient 

Case Manager

Lisa Wilson
Director of Community- 

Based Services

Meet some of the members of  
CHNK’s SUD Treatment Team



Hosted by the Junior Board of Children’s Home of Northern Kentucky
79th Annual Charity Ball

November 14th, 2015

Non-Profit Organization

U.S. Postage

PAID
Covington, KY

Permit No. 65200 Home Road, Devou Park, Covington, KY 41011
859.261.8768

6:30 to 11:30 p.m.
Cincinnati Airport Marriott

Tickets are $100 each and can be 
purchased by phone by calling 

859.292.4135, online at  
www.chnk.org/charityball, or 

by mailing payment before 
November 7 to: CHNK Office for 
Development, 200 Home Road, 

Covington, KY 41011.
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